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REFACE

The first edition of this book was written by Paul C. Krause and published in 1986 by

McGraw—Hill. Eight years tater the same book was republished by IEEE Press with.

Oleg Wasynczuk and Scott D. Sudhoff added as coauthors. The lows of the first

edition was the analysis ofelectric machines using reference frame theory, wherein

the concept of the arbitrary reference frame was emphasized. Not only has this

approach been embraced by the vast majority of electric machine analysts, it has

also become the approach used in the analysis of electric drive systems. The use

of reference—frame theory to analyze the complete drive system (machine, converter,
and control) was not emphasized in the first edition. The goai ofthis edition is to fill

this void and thereby meet the need of engineers whose job it is to analyze and

design the complete drive system. For this reason the words “and Drive Systems”
have been added to the title.

Although some of the material has been rearranged or revised, and in some cases

eliminated, such as 3-phase symmetrical components, most of the material presented

in the first ten chapters were taken from the original edition. For the most part, the
material in Chapters li—lS on electric drive systems is new. In particular, the ana-

lysis of converters used in electric drive systems is presented in Chapters 11 and 13

while dc, induction. and brushless dc motor drives are analyzed in Chapters [2. i4,

and 15, respectively.

Central to the analysis used in this text is the transformation to the arbitrary refer~

ence frame. All real and complex transformations used in machine and drive ana-

lyses can be shown to be special cases of this general transformation. The modern

electric machine and drive analyst must understand reference frame theory. For this

reason, the complete performance of all electric machines and drives considered are

illustrated by computer traces wherein variables are often portrayed in different

xiii
 



xiv PREFACE

frames of reference so that the student is able to appreciate the advantages and sig-
nificance of the transformation used.

The material presented in this text can be used most beneficially if the student has

had an introductory course in electric machines. However, a senior would be com—

fortable using this textbook as a first course. For this purpose, considerable time

should be devoted to the basic principles discussed in Chapter 1, perhaps some of

Chapter 2 covering basic dc machines. most of Chapter 3-covering reference frame

theory, and the beginning sections of Chapters 4, 5. and 6 covering induction, syn—
chronous. and brushless dc machines.

Some of the material that wouid be of interest oniy to the electric power engineer

has been reduced or eliminated from that given in the first edition. HoWever, the

material found in the finai sections in Chapters 4 and 5 on induction and synchronous

machines as well as operational impedances (Chapter 7), and reduced-order model-

ing (Chapter 9) provide an excellent background for the power utility engineer.

We would like to acknowledge the efforts and assistance of the reviewers. in par-

ticular Mohamed E. El—Hawary, and the staff of IEEE Press and John Wiley & Sons.

PAUL C. KRAUSE

OLEG WASYNCZUK

Scorr D. SUDHOFF

West bij'ayette. Indiana
November 209! 



EFERENCE-FRAME THEORY

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The voltage equations that describe the performance of induction and synchronous
machines were established in Chapter 1. We found that some of the machine induc—
ances are functions'of the rotor speed. whereupon the coefficients of the differential

9equations (voltage equations) that describe. the behavior of these machines are time—

arying except when the rotor is stalled. A change of variables is often used to reduce

’ thecomplexity of these differential equations. There are several changes of variables

that are used, and it was originally thought that each change ofvariables was different

7 and therefore they were treated separately [1—43. it was later learned that 311 changes
of variables used to transform real variables are contained in one [5.6]. This general
transformation refers machine variables to a frame of reference that rotates at an

arbitrary angular velocity. All known real transformations are obtained from this

transformation by simply assigning the speed of the rotation of the reference frame.

In this chapter this transformation is set forth and, because many of its properties

can be studied without the complexities of the machine equations, it is applied to the

equations that deseribe resistive, inductive. and capacitive circuit elements. By this

approach, many ofthe basic concepts and interpretations of this general transforma—

tion are readily and concisely established. Extending the material presented in this

chapter to the analysis of ac machines is straightforward involving a minimum of

trigonometric manipulations.

3.2 BACKGROUND

in the late 1920s, R. H. Park'l l ] introduced a new approach to electric machine ana-

lysis. He formulated a change of variables which, in effect, replaced the variables
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110 REFERENCE—FRAME THEORY

(voltages, currents. and flux linkages) associated with the stator windings of a syn;
chronous machine with variables associated with fictitious windings rotating with
the rotor. In other words, he transformed, or referred, the stator variables to a frame

of reference fixed in the rotor. Park's transformation, which revolutionized electric

machine analysis. has the unique property of eliminating all tlmaVflI'ylflg induct

tances from the voltage equations of the synchronous machine which occur due to

(i) electric circuits in relative motion and (2) electric circuits with varying magnetic
reluctance.

In the late 19305. H. C. Stanley {2] employed a change of variables in the

analysis of induction machines. He showed that the time-varying inductances in ,
the voltage equations of an induction machine due to electric circuits in relative

motion could be eliminated by transforming the variables associated with the rotor

windings (rotor variables) to variables assoeiated with fictitious static-nary windings.
In this case the rotor variables are transformed to a frame reference fixed in the
stator.

G. Kron {3] introduced a change of variables that eliminated the position or time-

varying mutual inductances of a symmetrical induction machine by transforming

both the stator variables and the rotor variables to a reference frame rotating in syn—

chronism with the rotating magnetic field. This reference frame is commonly
referred to as the synchronously rotating reference frame.

D. S. Brereton et a1. [43 employed a change of variabies that also eliminated the ‘

timeavarying inductances of a symmetrical induction machine by transforming the
stator variables to a reference frame fixed in the rotor. This is essentially Park's

transformation applied to induction machines.

Park, Stanley. Kron, and Brereton et al. develoPed changes of variables, each

of which appeared to be uniquely suited for a particular application. Consequently.
each transformation was derived and treated separately in literature until it

was noted in 1965 {5] that all known real transformations used in induction

machine analysis are contained in one general transformation that eliminates all

time—varying inductanCes by referring the stator and the rotor variables to a
frame of reference that may rotate at any angular velocity or remain stationary.

Ail known real transformations may then be obtained by simply assigning the

appropriate speed of rotation, which may in fact be zero. to this so—caiied

arbitrary reference frame. It is interesting to note that this transformation is

sometimes referred to as the “generalized rotating real transformation," which

may be somewhat misieading because the reference frame need not rotate. In
any event, we will refer to it as the arbitrary reference frame as did the

originators [5]. Later, it was noted that the stator variables of a synchronous

machine could also be referred to the arbitrary reference frame [6]. However, we

will find that the timevvarying inductances of a synchronous machine are

eliminated only if the reference frame is fixed in the rotor (Park's transfor—

mation); consequently the arbitrary reference frame does not offer the advantages

in the analysis of the synchronous machines that it does in the case of induction
machines.

 



Chapter 6

THEORY OF BRUSHLESS dC'MACHINES

1 INTRODUCTION

The brushless dc motor is becoming widely used as a small horsepower control

otor. This device has the physicat appearance of a 3-phase permanent magnet

synchronous machine that is supplied from an inverter that converts a dc voltage
3-phase altematingecurrent (ac) voltages with frequency corresponding instanta—

usly to the rotor speed. The inverter—machine combination has the terminal and

utput (Te vs. £11,) characteristics resembling those of a dc shunt machine during
tor operation; hence the name fn'ushlessdc motor. In this brief chapter, equations

derived which describe the Operation ofa brushless dc machine. The operation of

:shless dc motor drives is considered in Chapter [5. ln this chapter We look at the
forrnance of the brushtess dc motor with balanced 3—phase applied stator voltage

,ith frequency corresponding to the rotor Speed. This allows as to become familiar

31' the salient operating features of the inverter—motor combination without

. ming involved with the harmonics of the phase voltages that occur due to the

Wilching of the inverter.

. VOLTAGE AND TORQUE EQUATIONS
ACHINE VARIABLES

POIG. brushless dc machine is depicted in Fig. 6.24. It has 3—phase, wye-con‘

l3“Ed stator windings and a permanent magnet rotor. It is a synchronous machine.
Stator windings are identical windings diSplaced 120°. each with Nr equivalent

“-3 {It‘d resistance I}. For our analysis we will assume that the stator windings are

251

 



252 THEORY OF BHU SHLESS dc MACHINES

Sinusoidally distributed. The three sensors shown in Fig. 6.2-1 are Hall eff'
devices. When the north pole is under a sensor, its output is nonzero; with a so

pole under the sensor, its output is zero In most applications the stator is suppil
from an inverter that is switched at a frequency corresponding to the rotor speed. T
states ofthe three sensors are used to determine the switching logic for the in»:e

Sensor

Sensor

c: axis .

Figure 6.2-l Two-pole, 3~phase brushless dc machine.
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11 effect' In the actual machine the sensors are not positioned over the rotor as shown in g
l a south ' Fig‘ 6.2-]. Instead they are piaced over a ring that is mounted on the shaft external £1- _'
SUpplkd-Z to the stator windings and magnetized as the rotor. We wiil return to these sensors 3
eed. The _ and the role they play later in this analysis. It is first necessary to establish the voltage E
inverter, ' and torque equations that can be used to describe the behavior of the permanent i : ,

magnet synchronous machine. ' .
The voitage equations in machine variables are

Vrtbtzr = rxlufxzc ipkaht's

where

(rtrbc'.r)T = ljrts fbs furl

r5=diag[rx i} r5]

The iluxilinhages may bEWFitten

S lube: = Lisiabhr 'l: 1;

here L,- may be written from (LS—2341.547) and-(1.5-29)~(l.5-3l) or directly
om (5.2-8). Also.

stat},

sin (0r — 3311)

sin (0, + 2f)

it; a '2'‘H!

here 3:" is the amplitude of the flux linkages established by the permanent magnet
s viewed from the stator phase windings. In other words the magnitude of pit;
ottld be the opencircuit voltage induced in each stator phase winding. Damper
indings are neglected because the permanent magnet is a poor electrical conductor

rid the eddy currents that flow in the nonmagnetic materials securing the magnets

resmali. Hence, large armature currents can be tolerated without significant
emagnetization. We have assumed by (6.2-5) that the voltages induced in the stator

indings by the permanent magnet are constant-amplitude sinusoidal voltages. For

ansinusoidal induced voltages see references 1 and 2.

The expression for the eEectromagnetic torque may be written in machine vari—

CS from (5.3-4) by letting 2:” = anrjm. Thus

P Lu g LIN . . . . . . . . . -

a){M [(‘33 — _ _-, "' infirm- "“ trawler + 21531“) 511120:-3

J5

~%— ‘2— (if; - 2i”_.-I's.\ + 21'“_\1}_.-) cos 20,]
i

m§z{1)cosflr + -,i- (in. — tm)stnt‘)r] }



 
 
 

  
  
  
   
 

  
 

  

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

254 THEORY OF BRUSHLESS dc MACHINES

 where LM and LM are defined by (5.2—11) and (5.242), respectively. The a

expression for torque is positive for motor action. The torque and speed may;
related as

2. 2 ' .

T2 = J (;)_pa), + 8,” (E5) mr +71},

where J is kgml ; it is the inertia of the rotor and the connected load. Because:

will be concerned primarily with motor action, the torque 21 is positive [Or a tor
load. The constant B," is a damping coefficient associated with the rotational sysl

of the machine and the mechanical load. It has the units Nvmvs per radian

mechanical rotation. and it is generaliy small and often neglected.

 
 
 

6.3 VOLTAGE AND TOFIOUE‘EQUATIONS IN ROTOR
REFERENCE—FRAME VARIABLES

 The voltage equations in the rotor reference frame may be written directly fro

Section 3.4 with w 2 car or from (5.5-! ) with the direction of positive stator CUFTEEES.
into the machine.

0 1;: +1; 1
L15 lot- 0

To be consistent with our previous notation, we have added the superscript r to R1”.
expanded form we have

,

v9,r _ -r *r r

1rd, — rad; ~— curx.“ + p20,;

V0: = me. + Pia;

= mg, + twigs + p23;

where

r 7 ~r

it}: _ Llflqsr .r tr

(I! = Ldlds + Am

AD: 2 Lis‘l'fls

where Lq = Ll; + Ling and LJ 5 Li's + Lama'-
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Substituting (63-7)(63--9} into (6 3——4)~(6.3—6) and because pal” = O, we canabove in

my be _ Wile

v;‘—= (r; + {71.4}th i mild?“ + to, am (6.310)

6‘2"?) . 93.5: (r +1114)?Ir— cola-“f” (6.3-11)
905.2(1) + pL-‘sflflr (63712)156 We

torque

system

lian of I

Tl“ :- (%)(%:)(A:£tirgas _ 197s:dc) (6'3'13)

substituting (6.3-?) and (6.3-8) into (6.3—13) yields

The expression for electromagnetic torque may be written from (5.6—9) as

21,: (i) (P) a;gig + {artthe;35,51 (6.3-34)
y from
urrents "

' I The electromagnetic torque is positive for motor action.
As pointed out in the previous section, the state of the sensors provides us with

information regarding the position of the poles and thus the position of the q and d

axes In other words when the machine15 supplied from an inverter. it is possible by

' ontrolling the firing oftheinverter, to change the values of vf] and ugh. Recall that 0
n the transformation equation to the rotor reference frame can be written as

{6.3-1) ,

{6.3-2

()0,

(6.3-3 “Jr = “a? (6.34 S)

. I For purposes of discussion, iet us assume that the applied stator voltages are

) 3' I' Inusoidat so thatm' '

(6 3 4 vm = 2v, cos 0“. (6.3M 6)
' 3 2

—5 vi): = fiVJCOS Um "“ ”‘1: 6.3-17
(6.3 _ 3

2

a“ = fivfios (0” + ~32) (63-18)

When the machine is supplied from an inverter. the stator voltages will have a
lapped waveform. Nevertheless, [6.3-] 6)—(6.3-18) may he considered as the funda-

Flifll components of these stepped phase voltages: Also,

lid....(3,:
{It



265 THEORY OF BRUSHLESS dc MACHENES

The brushless dc machine is. by definition. a device where the frequency oflh

fundamental component of the applied stator voltages corresponds to the speed 0
the rotor, and we understand that this is accomplished by appropriately firing m

inverter sapplying (driving) the machine. Hence, in a brushless dc machine, (on i
(63—19) is 0),; and if (6.3-16)—(6.3—18) are substituted into Ki: we obtain

' — fitgcosqbv

— 2vjsin¢v

95,: : Gait _ 6r

Now, because co, r. we at all times, 45., is a constant during steady—state operation 0

is changed by advancing or retarding the firing of the inverter relative to the roto

position. in other words. we can, at any time, instantaneously adjust (12', by appropr
ate firing of the inverter. thereby changing the phase relationship between the funda

mental component of the 3ephase stator voltages and the rotor (permanent magnet

In most applications. however div is fixed at zero so that as far as the fundament

component is concerned “as is always zero and 12;, =\/§V_‘~
In Section 2.6 the time—domain block diagrams and the state equations wer

derived for a dc machine. By following the same procedure, the timedomain di

gram and state equations can be established for the brushiess dc machine directl

from the equations given above. Because this essentially is a repeat of the worki
Section 2.6, the development is left as an exercise for the readers.

6.4 ANALYSiS OF STEADY-STATE OPERATiON

For steady—state operation with balanced, sinusoidai applied stator voltages, (6.3-10};
and (6.3—11) may be written as

V; = r51;I «1- (13,141; + 01,1”
"I

".
Vdr = nil}, — erqlgi

where uppercase letters denote steadystate (constant) quantities. It:5 clear that Ft[5'
always constant The steady-state torque is expressed from (6.3- 14) with uppercase.
letters as

.3 _ .

r 2 (2) (2) {121; + (L3 “ L4”; 5;. (6.4-3)
It is possible to establish a phasor voltage equation from (6.4-! )and (6.4-2) Siml"

lar to that for the synchronous machine. For this purpose let us write (6.342) as _

0.... —-a + 4).. (6444)
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For steady—state operation ¢,, is constant and represents the angular displacement
between the peak value of the fundamental component of v,” and the q axis fixed

in the rotor. if we reference the phasors to the q axis and letIt be aiong the positive

real axis of the‘ stationary‘ phasor diagram. then (A, becomes the phase angle of V“
and we can write

Var —-V6’4" : Vcosq’il, wtjifisinr/ (6.4—5)

:Comparing (6.4-5) with (63-20) and (6.3~21), we see that

WM:2 V; we (6.46)

if we go back and write equations for the 3-phase currents similar to (6.346)-

E(6.3*18) in terms of ii“. then (6.3—22) would be in terms of 0,; and ‘i’t rather than

i p and qbv; however, we would arrive at a similar relation for current as (6.4—6).

particular.

f1“: :15”J {is

inm m (Iti‘jl1;,

-- Substituting (6.4—1) and (6.4—2) into (6.4—6) and using (6.4-7) and (6.4-8) yields

flat 3 (7:5 "i”jerqiim ‘i‘ Ea (64’9)

”Wat + chime” (6.4-10)

Chapter 5 the phasor diagram for the synchronous machine was referenced to the
hosorof If,” (Vm). which was positioned along the real axis. Note that in the case of

synchronous machine the phase angle of E", was 6 [see (59—18)]. whereas 5,. for
brushless dc machine [see (6.4-10)] is along the reference (real) axis.

oinmon Operating Mode

m our earlier discussion we are aware that the values of V’ and are deter—
by thatfiring of the driving inverter. However the condition with tbv—* 0,

, effiupon V’: ft! and m—0 is used in most applications in this case,
*2) may be solved for L,"In terms oi'i'r

. - 1,,
sin“), ‘1; ror¢.,=o (sci-H)rs
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Substituting (6.4-1 1) into (6.4.2) yields

.24 - 214 '
Vt}? = (mm—W,“' m’ iL‘!) I; -l- rte/Li; for 4)” = 0 (6.44I}

We now start to see a similarity between the voltage equation for the bmshl'

dc machine operated in this mode (43‘, = 0) and the dc machine discussgd'j-
Chapter 2 From (2.3-!) the steady-state armature voltage equation of a dc 3hr]:
machine is

Va“—“‘lat}, -i- GJILAFl'f

if we neglect wEL,,Ld in (6.4—12) and if we assume the field current is constanti
(6.4—13). then the two equations are identical in form. Let's note another similarity

If we neglect the inductances, or set Lq = Lav, then the expression for the torqti
given by (6.4-3) is identical in form to that of a dc shunt machine with a constan

field current given by (2.375). We now see that the brushless dc motor is calle _

brushiess dc motor, not because it has the same physical configuration as a (1

machine but because its terminal characteristics may be made to resemble the
of a dc machine. We must be careful, however, because in order for (64—12) an

(64-13) to be identical in form, the term wELqLd must be significantly less tha
:3. Let us see what effects this term has upon the torque versus speed characteristic

If we solve (6.4 l2) forlqand we take that result along with (64-11) for 1;, an
substitute these expressioqns into the expression for TE (6.43) and if we assum
that Lg 2 L1,, we obtain the foilowing expression for torque:

fr I

TEE) (in) ’1'" (V;was) rorqb..=0 (5.4-14)r2 -l- (all?

We have used LI for Lg and LL; because we have assumed that Lq = Lav.
The steady-state torque—speed characteristics for a typical brushless dc motor are:

Shown'tn Fig.2 6.4—1. Therein Lmq__ Ln”; and rfJU—— 0; hence Fig 6—4 1 is a plot of
(6.4- l4). If wELL~is neglected, then (6.4—14) yields a straight line T versus (1),. cha '

acteristic for a constant VLF. Thus, if wELf could be neglected, the plot shown in
Fig. 6.4—] would be a straight line. Although the Te versus at, is approximately linear

over the region of motor operation where Tc 2 O and a), Z 0, it is not linear over the

complete speed range. in fact, we see from Fig. 6.4-] that there appears to be a max—

imum and minimum torque. Let us take the derivative of (64-14) with respect to a),

and set the result to zero and solve for (1),. Thus, zero siope of the torque versus speed

characteristics for L, 2 L, = LS, V6; = t/Z—WI. and Va: = 0 ((fiv = 0) occurs at

...)I for (a, = 0 (6.445)

 abstitut
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figure 6.4-1 Torque—speed characteristics of a brushless dc motor with Law =L,,,.;

Lq =10, ti)» = 'v V; = five and 5, : 0.

Due to the high reluctance of the magnetic material in the (1 axis, L; is less than L“.
fer'some machine designs. in most cases. whether L,, > L0. or L, < L4. saiiency has

tily secondary effects upon the torque—speed characteristics over the region of

terest (7} 2 0 and w, 2 0). This is showrt in Fig. 6.4—2 when: Ln“, : 0.6L,” for
e machine considered in Fig. 6.4—1.

Vperating Modes Achieuable by Phase Shifting the Applied Voltages

Let us return to (6.4- i )—(6.4-3), and this time we wit! not restrict if), to zero. Hence.
mm (6.4-2) we have

Figure 6.4-2 Same as Fig. 6.4—] with Lmq : 0.6L,,,.;.
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Let us again set L, =2 L; 2 L" which simplifies our work. in this case, T, and [r
differ only by a constant multiplier. Solving (6.4-14) for 1;: yields 9

. ta '. L ‘r __ 5 r _w§. yr __ Mr[41 "if; + £3):ng (V115 rs his“)? Amwr') (6-448
We see from (63-20) and (63-21) that if we consider only the fundamental comp'

nent of the 3-phase applied stator voltages, then we have

Vras x/ivxcosday

v5, afivssinqb‘.

" ivfierein (priis—detei‘minEd by the switching of ihe inverter. Substituting-(61.419) amt
(6.4—20) into (6.4—I 8) yields ‘

firsVs1' m9" 2 2‘ 2
r: + (0,1.if

[cos gb,. + (1:; sin 47., —— falter}

Here we are using time constants. or what appear to be time constants. in a steady-
state equation. This is not normaily done; however, it allows us to work more Cffif
cientiy. The constant I, is L,/r,. It is the electrical or stator time constant which is
analogous to the armature circuit time constant. Tm of a dc machine. The quantity 1
is defined here as

!r

A,”

fit”;

It is introduced for our convenience. Be careful, however. Although 1,, has the unit 0

seconds, it is not a constant; it will change with VI. In speed control systems th_

inverter supplying the brushiess dc motor may provide a means to change the mag
nitude of V5.

Equation (6.4—21) is an expression for 1;“ and thus 7,, in terms of the angie tfi
which is the phase shift of the fundamental component of the voltage v9, ahead oflit
(1 axis of the rotor. There are several pieces of information that can be gained from.
this equation. First let us find the maximum and minimum with respect to (’31,. This of:
course may be accomplished by taking the derivative of (6.4-21) with respect to 4b.,
and setting the result equal to zero. This yields

7.": = (6.4-22

0 : —sin¢.. + ewrcosqb. (6.4-23)’

which says that at a given rotor speed a maximum or minimum value of AME)
occurs when

€)V§frl F: ‘ fan-~i (”Amr) (6.4-2.4)

Hence, the maximum or minimum steady~state electromagnetic torque. with 4’th
given by (6-4—24), may be determined by substituting (6.4—24) into (6.4-21) and then
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substituting the resuits into (6.3714) with L, =Ld : L]. Thus, the maximum or
minimum steady electromagnetic torque for a given rotor speed may be expressed as

T _ 3 p flunk: itgs'i-(iizzigilfii:;a. (64%]
WW '2 2 if+w§L§ ' It: Viv.- i

which may also be written as

WV? .. a ,

Twit ”“3 (2) (5) 763.31.. [(1 + gaff” M tumor] (64-26)3 2 l + r3933)

Although (6.4—24)—[6.4—26) are valid for any speed. we are generally concerned

with positive values of m" and Te for steady-state operation. With this in mind, iet us

ook back to (6.4-21) and assume that the Speed is positive. With this assumption. Tr

5 positive if

cos rgb‘, + 1,-carsin 95.. > no,» (6.4—2?)

Let us assume that 96,. is all. which means that V5“. 2 0 and V55 = ux/il/J. With
4:" = a/Z, (6.4—2?) becomes

1,. > r., . (6.4-28)

Equation (6.4-28) tells us that if 43,. = rt/2 and if 1',- > I... the torque will always be
positive for a), > 0. It follows that iftfiv : 11/2 and if I, = I... the torque will be zero

egardlcss of the speed of the rotor or if I. < 1,. the torque will be negative for

We will derive one more relationship from (6.4-21). For a Eixed value of 4;“, the

'peeds at which the maximum and minimum torques occur may be determined by
tilting the derivative of (6.4-21) with respect to w. and setting the result to zero. This

3‘

“t1r Sin fl)“ - 1., 1..

i ______.,___.‘.___.

airm- : wwwlwm [4 comfy, :i: —- z?- -i— '63 '— Etfivsmijir} (6.4-29)

- left to the reader to show that (6.429). with q‘), 2 0. is (64-15).

The steady-state, torque—speed characteristics for a brushless dc machine are

oWn in Fig. 6.4-3 for L“ t L,, and for Ln”, = 0.612.,” in Fig. 6.4-4. In order to illus—
irate the limits of the torque—speed characteristics for the various possible values

Dr 43v. plots of torque are shown for q‘),. : 0, iii/2, it, and (AM-r. The maximum
“Elle for m, > 0 is also plotted in Fig. 6.4-3. The machine parameters for the

ai'fl‘lteristics shown in Fig. 6.4—3 are if. = 3.4 9. Ln 2 1.] mid, and Ln“, 2 Lmd =

,mHi thus L,, = L4 : L). = 12.1 mH. The device is a 4-pole machine; and when it
derEH at 1000 r/min. the open-circuit winding-to-winding voltage is sinusoidal
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Speed. radix;

Figure 6.4-3 Torque—speed characteristics of a brushiess dc machine with [We
Lmd (Lq = Ldi- I

with a peak—tokpeak value of 60 V. From this, A: is calculated to be 0082? V -s. (Th
reader should verify this calculation.) The value of V, is l 1.25 V.

We see that this machine, which is commercially available, yields negative Te for

gbv : 1t/2 for w, > 0. Therefore I; < I,“ Let us see: I, = (12.1 x 10‘3}/3.4 i
3.56 ms; TV: 0.0827/(x/Ex 11.25) = 5.21m. In references 3 and 4 it w

Figure 6.4-4 Torque—speed Characteristics of a brushlcss dc machine with Ln“, = 0.6mi
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‘igure 6.4-5 Torque—speed characteristics of a brushless dc motor with 1', increased by a
actor of three by decreasing a.

eatperimentally verified that advancing ¢,. from zero. increased the torque at rotor

speeds greater than zero. Therein, it is suggested that this might be a means of

creasing the torque at high speeds. The parameters of the machine used in refer-

ence 4 are given and 1.; > rs. We now understand why. The influence of 1, upon the

heady—state torque—speed characteristics is illustrated by Figs. 6.4-5 and 6.4—6. [n

 

Figure 6.4-6 Torque—Speed characteristics of a brushless dc motor with I, increased by a
star of three by increasing Ls.
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'Fig. 6.4-5. T; is inereased by a factor of3 (r, m 3 x 3.56 Fns) by de_ereasing r,.1n Fl
6.4-6, r,. is increased by a factor of 3 by increasing L_\..

6.5 DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE

It isiinstructfie to obs—ewe the machine variables during free acceleration and ste

changes in load torque with div = 0. The machine parameters are those give

previously with J' = i x 10“ leg-mg. In this section the dynamic performance-
shown, by computer traces, for applied stator phase voltages that are sinusoid

an India 189

0

Figure 6.5-1 Free acceleration characteristics of a brushless de motor (915,, : 0).
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and that are stepped as would he the case if a typical six-step voltage source inverter

Were used to supply the machine [5—7 I, Although it may seeminappropriate because

we have yet to discuss the Operation of the inverter. it does provide a first look at the

machine variables in a drive application. and most important it provides a justifica-

tion of the sinusoidal approximation of the actual six-step phase voltages. The brush-
' less dc motor-inverter drives are considered in detail in Chapter l5.

Sinusoidal Phase Voltages

The free acceleration characteristics with sinusoidal phase voltages are shown in

Fig. 6.5-1. The applied stator phase voltages are of the form given by (6.3-16)-—

(6.} 18) with v: = ll.25 V. The phase voltage vm, phase current Em, q—axis voltage

of“, qvaxis current if“, d-axis current if“. electromagnetic torque '11., and rotor speed
to, in electrical radls are plotted in Fig. 6.5-1. it is clear that because 4g, = 0, we have

of” 2 0. The device is a 4~polc machine; thus 200 electrical rad Is is 955 rfmin. A
plot of Ti. versus a), is shown in Fig. 6.5-2 for the free acceleration depicted
in Fig. 6.5-1 . The steady~state. torque—speed characteristic is Superimposed for pur-

poses of comparison.

In Fig. 6.5-1, the rapid acceleration of the brushless de motor is apparent. In

act the rotor reaches full speed in less than 0.05 s. The acceleration is so rapid

than it is difficult to observe the change in frequency of cgr as the motor accelerates

from stall. in order to illustrate the frequency change during the acceleration
' eriod, the free acceleration characteristics given in Figs. 6.5-3 and 6.5-4 are for

an inertia of five times the inertia of the rotor (5 x 10”4 kg-mzl. it is important to

note that the dynamic torque-speed characteristics shown in Figs 6.52 and 65-4

:difl'er from the steady-state. torque-speed characteristics. One must be aware of

Steady state: torque

7 Figure 6.5-2 Torqaewspccd characteristics for free acceleration showa in Fig. 6.5-l.
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this discrepancy. it" one chooses to use the expression for the steady-state torque in
transfer function formulation describing the dynamic characteristics of a brushle's‘
dc motor.

The performance during step changes in load torque is illustrated in Fig. 6_5-

Initially the machine is operating with TL 2 Oil N~m. The load torque is snddcfl]

stepped to l4 Net. The machine slows down and once steady—state operation 15'

 

0

200

w” radls 100

0

Figure 6.5—3 Free acceleration characteristics Ufa brushless de motor (56., = 0) with incrlifl
equal to five times rotor inertia.
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Steady state torque

m "Hm
can rad/s

Figure 6.5-4 Torque—Speed characteristics for free acceleration shown in Fig. 6.5-3.

5.61""

0.50

1,. N-m 0,25 ffi—WX
f

FTL slapped to 0.4 NM 1-— TL slapped 10 0.1 N-m299 W
___.\ .

\Hm I M/w" radls 169

0

'igu“ 5-55 Dynamic performance ol'u brushlcss dc mmor (4),. = 0) during slcp changes in
d une. Tomi inertia is lwicc rolor inertia.
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afgmuwmm r
20
10

--10

 

w" fadls 108

8

Figure 6.5-6 Free acceleration characteristics of a brushless dc motor supplied from;
voltage source inverter (ch, :0]. Total inertia is five times rotor inertia. Compare W“
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100 ' ' {200'
a)“ radls

Figure 6.5-7 Torque—speed characteristics for free acceleration shown in Fig. 6.5-6.

established, the load torque is stepped back to 0.1 N - m. In these studies, the inertia is

'_ 2 x 10“ kg—mz. which is twice the inertia of the rotor.

,. Six~Step Phase Voltages

The free acceleration characteristics with the machine supplied from a typical vol-

tage source inverter are shOWn in Fig. 6.5—6. The voitage v3" is plotted in addition to

._ the variables shown in Fig. 6.5-3. it is recalled that with the sinusoidal approxima-
; tion. v5}. is zero for Q51. 2 0. We see in Fig. 6.5-6 that the average value of vgs is zero.

The torque versus speed characteristics for this free acceleration are shown in
Fig. 6.5-7.

in order to compare with the sinusoidal approximation, the inverter voltage was

selected so that the constant component of vfis equal to the vaiue used in the case of
ac applied stator voltages. itIs interesting to note that during the initial acceleration

period,In Fig. 6.5-6. before the first step (switching) occurs in vm the. torque is lar-
ger than with ac voltages applied (Fig. 6.5-3). This is due to the fact that a constant

VOilage is applied to the phases until the first switching occurs, and this constant vol-

Inge is larger than the effective value of the ac voltage during the same interval.

_ The dynamic performance during load torque switching is showa in Fig. 6.5-8.

AS in Fig. 6.5-5 theinertia is twice the rotor inertia (2 x [0”4 kg - m2] and the load
torque is switched from 0.] N . In to 0.4 N - m and then back to 0. [N -m. It is appar—
eat that the sinusoidal approximation of the phase voltages is quite accurate in por—

ml3/ng dynamic and steady-state operation of a brushless tic motor supplied from a
1)fpiCal voltage source inverter We will find that this factIs very useful for control 
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aimflwwmw

xiétttW/MWMWWWWWW

"5M limWMMA/MAMAMWAMAWMNWWMW

Figure 6.5-8 Dynamic performance during step changes in load torque of a brushfess d
motor supplied from :1 voltage source inverter (:15 = 0). Total inertia is twice rotor “161'"?
Compare with Fig. 6.5—5.

 



Chapter 15

BRUSHLESS dc MOTOR DRIVES

1 5.1 INTRODUCTION

For the purposes of this text, a brushless dc motor drive is defined as a permanent-

magnet synchronous machine used in the context of a drive system with rotor

position feedback. There are a great variety of brushless dc motor drives. Generally,

these drives may be described by the block diagram in Fig. iii-1. Therein, the

brushless dc drive is seen to consist of four main parts: a power converter, :1

permanent—magnet synchronous machine (PMSM). sensors. and a control algorithm.
Thegpower converter transforms power from the source (such as the local utility or a
dc supply bus) to the proper form to drive the permanent-magnet synchronous
machine. which, in turn, converts electrical energy to mechanical energy. One of
the salient features of the brushless dc drive is the rotor-position sensor (or at least

an observer). Based on the rotor position and a Command signal(s), which may be a

torque command, voltage command. speed command. and so on. the control

algorithms determine the gate signal to each semiconductor in the power electronic
converter.

The structure of the control algorithms determines the type of brushless dc drive,

of which there are two main classes: voltage-source-based drives and current-source

(or regulated) drives. Both voltage- and current-source-based drives may be used

with permanent-magnet synchronous machines with either sinusoidal or nonsinusoi~

dal back emf waveforms. Machines with sinusoidal back cmfs may be controlled so

as to achieve neariy constant torque; however, machines with a nonsinusoidal back

emf offer reduced inverter sizes and reduced losses for the same power ievel. The

discussion in this chapter will focus on the machines with sinusoidal back emfs; for
infortnation on the nonsinusoida] drives, the reader is referred to references l—3.

557
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Eiectricai _. Power .. _ __ Mechanicat
System Converter __ - System

Command ' ' ' _

Figure 15.1-1 Brushless dc drive.

In this chapterI a variety of voltage- and current-source-based drives featuring
machines with sinusoidal back emf waveforms are analyzed. For each drive consid-

ered, detaiied simulations will be used to demonstrate performance. Next, average-

value models for each drive are set forth, along with a corresponding linearized
model for control synthesis. Using these models, the steady—state, harmonic, transi—

em, and dynamic performance of each drive considered will be set forth. Extended

design examples will be used to illustrate the performance of the drive within the
context of a control system environment.

15.2 VOLTAGE-SOURCE INVERTER DRIVES

Figure 15.2—1 ilIUstrales a voltage-source inverter—based brushless dc drive. Power is

supplied from the utility through a transformer, which is depicted as an equivaienl

voltage behind inductance. The transformer output is rectified, and the rectifier out-

put is connected to the dc link filter, which may be simply an LC filter (de, Car) but

which may include a stabilizing filter (L,,, r“, C“) as well. The filtered rectifier out-

put is used as a dc voltage source for the inverter, which drives the permanent-mag—

net synchronous machine. As can be seen, rotor position is an input to the controller. '
Based upon rotor position and other inputs, the controller determines the switching
states of each of the inverter semiconductors. The command signal to the controlier

may be quite varied depending-upon the structure of the controls in the system in

which the drive is embedded; it will often be a torque command. Other inputs to

the control algorithms may include rotor speed, dc link voltage, and rectifier voltage.

Other outputs may include gate signals to the rectifier thyristors if the rectifier is

phase-controiled.

Variables of particular interest in Fig. 15.2-1 include the utility supply voltages,

v9“, vb", and um the utility currents into the_rectifier, in“, i5... and is... the rectifier out—

put voltage, v,, the rectifier current, in the stabilizing fiiter current, in. the stabilizing

filter capacitor voltage, v“, the inverter voltage, vac, the inverter current, in.“ the

three-phase currents into the machine, £05, it”, and i“, the machine line-to—neutrfll

voitages, v“, v1.5, and v“, and the eiectrical rotor position, 0,.
Even within the context ofthe basic system shown in Fig. I5.2-l , there are-many

possibilities for control, depending upon whether or not the rectifier is phase-
controlled and the details of the inverter modulation strategy. Regardless of the
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control strategy. it is possible to relate the operation of the converter back to the idea-

lized analysis set forth in Chapter 6. which will be the starting point for our inves-

tigation into voltage—source inverter‘fed brushless dc drive systems.

15.3 EQUIVALENCE 0F VS! SCHEMES T0 IDEALIZED SOURCE

In order to make use of the idealized analysis of voltage-source operation of the

brushless de machine set forth in Chapter 6. it is necessary to relate the voltage-

source inverter to an ideal source, This relationship is a function of the type of

modulation strategy used. In this section. the equivalencies of 180° voltage-source

operation. duty—cycle modulation, sine—triangle modulation. third-harmonic

injection modulation. and space-vector modulation strategies to idealized sources
are established.

The ISO“ voltage-source inverter-based brushless do drive is the simplest of all

the topologies to be considered in terms of generating the signals required to control

the inverter. it is based on the use of relatively inexpensive Hall-effect rotor position

sensors. For this reason, the 180° voltage-source inverter drive is a relatively low-

cost drive. Furthermore. because the frequency of the switching of the semiconduc—

tors corresponds to the speed of the machine. fast semiconductor switching is not

important. and switching losses wiil therefore be negligible. However. the inverter

does produce considerable harmonic content that will result in increased machine
losses.

in the l80° voltage-source inverter drive, the on or off status of each of the semi-
conductors is directly tied to electrical rotor position. which is accomplished through
the use of the Hall-effect sensors. These sensors can be configured to have a logical

high output when they are under a south magnetic pole and a logic zero when they

are under a north magnetic pole of the permanent magnet. and they are arranged on

the stator of the brushless dc machine as illustrated in Fig. i 5.3- l. where 45,. denotes

“‘3’er 1-11
“T“;

bs axis

Figure 15.3-1 Electrical di-
agram of a brushless dc
machine. cs axis
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Figure 15.8-5 Start-up resounse of the closed—loop brushless dc drive.

applied voltage was effectively much lower than expected, the bandwidth for this

large disturbance is not nearly the 100 Hz indicated in Fig. 15.8-4. Finally, the rated
current for the machine is only 2.6 A. rms. Although the machine could probably

withstand the temporary overcurrent, the inverter probably could not. and thus either
the bandwidth should be reduced so as to alleviate the overcurrentor the duty cycle

should be limited as a function ofthe current. Finally. closeinspection reveals that at

the end of the study, the speed is not 200 radls and does not even appear to be rapidly

increasing. This is because the bandwidth of the compensation was chosen to be

quite low. and as a result a small error in rotor speed will persist for some time.

although it will eventually go to zero. A second design iteration addressing these
issues is left to the reader as an exercise.

15.9 CURRENT—REGULATED INVERTER DRIVES

Sections 15.1—15.8 explored the performance of drives in which the machine is

controlled through suitable regulation of the applied voltages. In the remainder of

this chapter an alternate strategy is considered: control of the machine through the
regulation of the stator currents. The hardware configuration for current-regulated

inverter drives is identical to that of voltage-source inverter drives. as illustrated in

Fig. 15.2-l. The only difference is in the way in which the gate signals to the
individual semiconductors are established.

Current-regulated inverters have several distinctive features. First. because torque
is a function of the machine current. the torque may be controlled with the same

bandwidth by which the stator currents are controlled. In fact, it is often the case

that for practical purposes the torque control is essentially instantaneous. A second

feature of current-regulated drives is robustness with regard to changes in machine

parameters. For example. current-regulated inverter drives are insensitive to
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Hysteresis
Command ' Current

Synthesizer Control

infirm

Figure 15.94 Hysteresis current—regulated drive.

parameter variations in the stator leakage inductance or stator resistance. Current—

regulated drives are also robust in regard to faults. In the event of a winding-to—

winding short circuit within the machine the currents are automatically limited,

which prevents damage to the inverter. The currents are also automatically limited
during start—up.

Figure [5.91 illustrates the control of the current—regulated drive. Therein, the q-

and d—axis current commands, i3, and if,” are formulated based on the commanded
torque, T92 electrical rotor speed, can and the inverter voltage, v,,,.. Using the inverse
transformation, the corre5ponding abc variable current command him-i is determined.
Finally, based on the rrbc variable current command and the actual currents, the on

and off status of each of the inverter semiconductors (Tl—T6) is determined using

the hysteresis current control strategy set forth in Section [3.8. An immediate

question that arises is how the q- and dwaxis current commands are generated to

begin with; this question is addressed in detail in a following section. For the present

it suffices to say that the command is determined in such a way that if the

commanded currents are obtained, the commanded torque will also be obtained.

Figure [5.9-2 illustrates the steady-state performance of a hysteresis currents

regulated brushless dc motor drive. Therein, the operating conditions are identical

to thaw portrayed in Fig. [5.3-5 except for the modulation strategy. The (1- and
d-axi-s current commands are set to 1.73 A and 2.64 A, respectively, so that

the fundamental component of the commanded current is identical to that

in Fig. 15.3-5. As can be seen, although the modulation strategies are different,

the waveforms produced by the sine»triangle modulation strategies and the hyster~

esis current strategy are very similar.

A second method to implement a current-regulated inverter drive is to utilize a
current—control loop on a voltage-source inverter drive. This is illustrated in

Fig. 15.9-3. Therein, the current command synthesizer serves the same function
as in Fig. [5.9- 1. Based on the commanded q- and d-axis currents and the measured

q— and d-axis currents (determined by transforming the measured rrbc variable cur

rents), the q« and d-axis voltage commands (v3: and vfg.) are determined. The 47- and
d—axis voltage command is then converted to an rrbc variable voltage command vf‘mw.

which is sealed in order to determine the instantaneous duty cycles, d“, db, and a} of
the sine-triangle modulation strategy. Based on these duty cycles, Tl—Tfi are deter—

mined as described in Section 13.5. There are several methods of developing the cur-

rent control, such as a synchronous cturcnt regulator [7]. An example of the design
of a feedback linearization-hased controller is considered in Example ESB.

=,,,.....y—-——-—_q“Wm-mm“:—n—M.u"..wm.mw.wwmwm......._..
"mi-pauwi.““Mum-sum 
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Figure 15.9-2 Steady-slate pcrfommncc of a hysteresis-modulated brushless dc motor
drive.

Sine.—

- triangie
Modulator

Kr:5'

‘ r
[J5

Figure 15.9-3 A sinc-lriangle—bascd current regulator.
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Example 153. Let us consider the design of a current regulator for a non-
salient brushless dc motor. The goal is to determine the q~ and dnaxis voltage

command so that the actual currents become equal to the commanded currents.

Let us attempt to accomplish this goal by Specifying the voltage commands as

Kr . .

_ (3r(£€\‘si(dr + lit!) + (KP + T) (1:71; _ 1;”) (l58-l)
. K— ., .,

”(a . MairLa-sz + (Kit-+11) (13:, —- lbw) (lSB-l)

where 5 denotes the Laplace operator, KP is the proportional gain, and K; is the
integral gain. This control algorithm contains feedback terms that cancel the

nonlinearities in the stator voltage equations, feedforward terms that cancel

Figure 1513-] Step response of a I‘cetliorward current-regulated sine-triangle modulated
brushless dc motor drive.
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the effect of the back emf. and a proportional-plus~integral (Pl) control loop to

drive the error to zero. Assuming that the actual q.— and d~axis voltages are

equal to the commanded q- and d-axis voltages. it can be shovm that the trans—

fer function between the commanded and actual q~axis currents is given by

. K , 5;-
Irish) Iii-(S + Kr)

» 3W
rats) 52+"‘.jf’.t+."—;

(1513—3)

The transfer function relating the d-axis current to the commanded d—axis

current is identical. Assuming the same machine parameters as in the study

illustrated in Fig. l5.9~2. and selecting pole locations of s = ~200 and s:

— 1000 (note that the poles may be arbitrarily placed). we have that

K.- = 2280 (2/5 (1513.4)

KI, = 10.7 [2 (158-5)

Figure lSB—l illustrates the response of the brushless dc drive as the current

command is stepped from zero to i; = 1.73 A and i9; = 2.64 A. All operating
conditions are as in Fig. I5.9—2. As can be seen. the machine performance is

extremely well behaved and is dominated by the pole at s: —-200.

15.10 VOLTAGE LIMITATIONS 0F CURRENT-SOURCE
INVERTER DRIVES

As alluded to previously, assuming that the current control loop is sufficiently fast.
the current-regulated drive can be thought of as an ideal current source. However.

there are some limitations 0n the validity of this approximation. In particular. even-

tually the back emf of the machine will rise to the point where the inverter cannot

supply the current commands due to the fact that the back emf of the machine

becomes too large. Under such conditions. the machine is said to have lost current

tracking. '-

In order to estimate the operating region over which current tracking is obtained.
note that if it is obtained we have

5;. = 5;; _ (15.10—1)
7;. = if; (15.:0—2)

Substituting (15.10- I) and (15.10-2) into the stator voltage equations and neglecting
the stator dynamics yields

$3.: r} 33:15.2; :3; in} if” (15.103)
1‘3..- z n it}: ~ cor-L. 5;: (15. 10-4)
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Recall that the rms value of the fundamental component of the applied voltage is

given by

+ ztar)?‘ ~e— W3; — my 4'52); “5-10-61

Recall from Section 13.8 that for the hysteresis-modulated current—regulated inverw

ters, the maximum rms value of the fundamental component of the applied voltage

which can be obtained without low~frequency harmonics is given by

l _
via : —-'v.t. (15.10-7]

x/E

If low-frequency harmonics are tolerable and a synchronous regulator is used, either

in the context of a sine-triangle voltage-source inverter-based current loop or with

the hysteresis—modulated current regulator, then the maximum rms value of the fun-

damental component becomes

. x/i
lit": 7g... if!) (i5.]0-8)

In the event that for a given current command and speed (15.10—8) cannot be satis—

fied, then it is not possible to obtain statorcurrents equal to the commanded currents.
If (i5.lO»8) can be satisfied, but {15.lO-7) cannot be satisfied, then it is possible to

obtain stator currents that have the same fundamental component as the commanded

currents provided that integral feedback in the rotor reference frame is present to

drive the current error to zero, However, low~frequency harmonics will be present.

Figure £5.10-l illustrates the effects of loss of‘current tracking. Initially, operat—

ing conditions are identical to those portrayed in Fig. 15.94. However, approxi«

mately 20 ms into the study, the dc inverter voltage is stepped from 177 V to

124 V, which results in a loss of current tracking. As can be seen, the switching

of the hysteresis current regulator is such that some compensation takes place;

nevertheless current tracking is lost. As a result. harmonics appear in the a-phase

and q- and d—axis current waveforms, as well as in the electromagnetic torque.

15.11 CURRENT COMMAND SYNTHESIS

it is now appropriate to address the question as to how to determine the current

command. Normally, when using a currentmregulated inverter, the input to the
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A
-I.

Figure 15.10-1 Response of hysteresis-modulated brushless de motor drive to step decrease
in do inverter voltage.

controller is a torque command. Thus, the problem may be reformulated as the deter-
mination of the current command from the torque command. To anSWer this ques—

tion, let us first consider a nonsalient machine in which L4 = Li. From (6.3714),
torque may be expressed as

3P , ,

2:531“; (15.114)

Therefore. the commanded qiaxis current may be expressed in terms of the
commanded torque as

%T; (1111-2)"m

'13

I“

2

P

Clearly, ifthe desired torque is to be obtained, then (l5.i l—Z) must be satisfied. The

d-axis current does not affect average torque, and so its selection is somewhat
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7 ltrary- Because d—axis current does not affect the electromagnetic torque, but does
”u" in additional stator losses, it is often selected to be zero, that is.

im'zO (15.113)

3 current amplitude into the machine,
ion of cI—axis current minimizes th me time maximizing the efficiency of

—per—amp and at the sa
the stator resistive losses.

ntages, there is one reason to corn—
6) for the non-

his select

hug maximizing torque
he machine by minimizing

Although (15. “-3) has several distinct adva
mand a nonzero d-axis current. To see this reason, consider (15.10-
safiem C2156:

   (tilt-4)-. w I 2 r - . - 3(11,113; + (mung: + imam) + (15:5,; w-ermtfo

aired inverter voltage goes up with speed and with

q-axis current (which is proportional to torque). However, when We examine the first
squared term in (15.1 i 4), it can be seen that at positive speeds the required inverter
voltage can be reduced by injecting negative ctr—axis current. In fact, by solving
(lS.ll—4)_for d—axis current in terms of the q—ax'ts current command and speed.
We have that the d—axls current injection that allows us to operate within the voltage
constraint is given by

From (15. ll -4) We see thatthe req

(15.n—5) 
where

(15.11-6)m a, '22
2— 13+me

mand zero d—axis current as long as
tied, and to inject the amount of

11-5) if they are. Note that there are limitations on
may not have a solution, (ii) excessive d-
etization of the permanent magnet, and
suit in exceeding the current limit of the

requires accurate knowledge of
the rotor speed, and all of the

I control strategy is to comThus, a logical curren nts are not excee
the inverter voltage requireme
rJ—axis current specified by (15.
d—axis current injection in that (i) (15.1 1—5)
axis current injection may result in demagn
(iii) excessive d-axls current injection can re
machine or inverter. in addition, the use of (15.1 1—5)
the dc inverter voltage (to determine the peak vs),
machine parameters. A means of implementing such a control without knowledge
of the dc inverter voltage, speed. and machine parameters is set forth in reference 8.

The process for determining the current command in salient machines, which
typically are constructed using buried-magnet technology, is somewhat more
involved than in the nonsaiient case. Let us first censider the problem of computing
the q- and d-axis current commands so as to maximize torque—per-amp performance.
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In the case of the salient machine. from Chapter 6 the expression for electromagnetic
torque is given by

3P . .I? : 2“In iqr + {led L4){fit-1d,) (15.11—7)

Solving (l5.l 1-7} for d—axis current command in terms of the qmaxis current com—

mand and in terms of the commanded torque yields

1 )1,
' (15.11-8)

— LI.) 1"}: —-Ld Lgqr

In terms of the q- and d-axis current commands, the rrns value of the fundamental

component of the commanded current is given by

E

27.31) +(1) (15-11-91

Substitution of (15.1 1-8) into (15. l l :9) yields an expression forthe magnitude of the

stator current in terms of the commanded torque and q—axis current command.

Setting the derivative of the resulting expression with respect to the q-axis current

command equal to zero yields the following transcendental expression for the q-axis
current command:

2

Ta: 7
(i ‘_“+~——-———"“*’*1' m' ' " :0 05.1140)
q gran ‘Ldz titer —qu

The solution of (15.! HO) yields the value of q—axis current that maximizes torque-

per-amp performance Once the q--axis current command is determined by solving

(l5. ll- [0) the d—axis current command may be found by soft'ing (15 11-8). From

the form of (I 5. ll l0), it is apparent that the solution for the q-a.xis current must be

accomplished numerically. For this reason, when implementing this control with a

microprocessor, the q- and d- axis current commands are often formulated through a

table look-up that has been constructed by solving (lS.l 1—8) and. (15.11—10) offline.

Once the q- and d—axis current commands have been formulated, it is necessary to

check whether or not theinverter is capable of producing the required voltage. Ifll is

not, it is necessary to recalculate the commanded q- and d-axis currents such that the
required inverter voltage does not exceed that obtainable by the converter. This cal-

culation can be conducted by solving (15-10-6) and (15.l 1-8) simultaneously for the
q— and d—axis current command.

Figure 15.11—1 illustrates the graphical interpretation of the selection of the com

manded q- and d-axis currents for a machine in which r—._ 0.20:, L? =20 mH
Ln. = 10 mi! and 41": 0.07 Vs The machine is operating at a speed of
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NArm

Voltage
. Limit

Maxrmuni Torque
Per Amp ' (59 'D V)

Point A ’4'

Point C“

Loci of Points of
Constant Torque

(S Mm}
40

Figure 15.11-1 Selection of q- and d-axis current trajectory.

500 radls (electrical) and vjr = 50 V. Illustrated therein are the trajectory of the max-
imum torque—per-ump characteristic, the loci of points in the q- and d-axis current
plane at which the electromagnetic torque of 5 N - m is obtained, and the loci of
points representing the voltage limit imposed by (lilo—6). For a given electromag—
netic torque command. the q- and d~axis current command is formulated using the
maximum torque-per—amp trajectory, provided that this point is inside the voltage
limit. However, (3- and d—axis currents on this trajectory corresponding to torques
greater than that obtainable at point A cannot be achieved if the q— and d-axis current
is confined to the maximum torque-per-amp trajectory. Suppose a torque of 5 N - m
is desired. Point B represents the point on this maximum torque-per—amp trajectory
which has the desired torque. Unfortunately, point B is Well outside of the limit

imposed by the available voltage. However. note that any point on the constant tor—
que locus will satisfy the desired torque. Thus, in this case the current command is
chosen to correspond to point C.

15.12 AVERAGE-VALUE MODELING OF CURRENT-REGULATED

INVERTER DRIVES.

in this section, an average~value model of current-regulated and curr'enbsource
inverter drives is formulated in much the same way as the average—value model of

voltage-source inverter drives. Because the topology of the-converter has not chan—
ged. it follows that the expressions for the time derivatives of the rectifier current. the
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dc link voltage, the stabilizing filter current. and the stabilizing filter voltage given

by (ISA-63415.43) are valid. Furthermore, the change in control strategy does not

affect the mechanical dynamics. thus (15.4—14) and (15.445) may still be used to

represent the machine. However, the change in control strategy will change the for-
mulation of the exPression for the dc link currents. the stator dynamics. and the

expression for electromagnetic torque. _

In order to formulate an expression for the dc link current it is convenient to

assume that the actual machine currents are equal to the commanded machine cur-

rents whereupon

r33 3;; (15.124)

13...: 1;}: (15.12—2)

Of course, this assumption is only valid when the dc link voltage is such that the

desired current is actually obtained. An average-value model of brushless dc drives

in which the current tracking is not obtained is set forth in reference 9. Assuming

that the actual currents are equal to the commanded currents, the stator currents

are no longer state variables. Neglecting the stator dynamics, the q- and d-axis vol—

tages may be expressed as

Wursiq’j.+w,.Ldi;'+Fimm, (l5.l2-3){If

"at: “£5; merqi; 0512-4)

The instantaneous power into the machine is given by

3 -r¢ rt I1
P =~2~[r,(tq5+ I'm-2) +m,(Ld- L‘ifiwfilt‘l“w”lt1 iii-Fl (15.12—5)

Assuming that no power is lost into the inverter. if follows that the dc link current is

given by

(15.12-6)

Combining (15.12-5) with (1512-6) yields

it.=§;;1<r.;,,;+er+wrta— mama—141...] (rs-:23)C

The other expression affected by the change from a voltage—source inverter to a

current-source or current—regulated inverter wili be the expression for torque. In par,

ticular, from (ISA-[2) and again assuming that the actual stator currents are equal to
the commanded currents, we obtain

.e— ,__.v—— [1ft."4+ ”L(It)I"! in) (15-12—8)mrqx+ I(gs-al.1-
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As can be seen from (15.12-3). if it is assumed that the actual currents are equal to
the commanded currents. then any desired torque may be instantaneously obtained.

Combining (15.44), (15.440). (15.441). (15.4—12). 05.4-19). (15.124), and
(ummmm

'1'; art II '1'»
—‘ 1‘4):th ‘(Ar + (Dr A"; lqsi

+ (Lt: - L‘Ifl; 15;) — W

15.13 CASE STUDY: CURRENT-REGULATED

INVERTER-BASED SPEED CONTROLLER

The control of current-regulated inverter-based driVes is considerably simpler than
its voltage-source-based counterpart, due to the fact that when designing the speed
or position control algorithms, the inverter and machine may be modeled as a nearly
ideal torque transducer (neglecting the stator dynamics of the machine). To illustrate
this. let us reconsider the speed control system discussed in Section 15.8. Assuming
that a current command synthesizer and current regulator can he designed with suf—
ficiently high bandwidth. the speed control algorithm may be designed by assuming
that the drive will produce an electromagnetic torque equal to the desired torque,

7:. m T; (15.13—1)

In order to ensure that there will b eno steady~state error, let's propose a PI control
law in accordance with 0112-2):

1.

I: =Kp<1+;;)(03:m ~ (um) (15.13%)
wherein m'm represents the speed command. Combining (15.13—1), {l§.l3—2), and
the mechahical dynamics of the ‘drive. it can be shown that the resulting transfer
function betwoen the actual and commanded rotor speed is given by

mm, _ . fats-£- l)
, mum—MT (15.13—3}mm e+e+s
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Because (l5.13-3) represents a second-order system and there are two free para-

meters. the poles of [l5.l3-3) may be arbitrarily placed. However, some restraint

should be exercised because it is important that the current regulator be much faster
than the mechanical system if(l5.13 -1) and hence {15.i3—3} are to remain valid. Pla—

cing the poles at .r : m5 and 5 2 #50 yields K = 0.257 Nxm-SII‘EICl and r = 0.22 s.

The pole at .r = #5 will dominate the response.
In order to complete the design, a current command synthesizer (to determine

what the current command should be to achieve the desired torque) and a current

regulation control strategy need to be designed. For this example, let us assume a

simple current command synthesizer in which all of the current is injected into
the q-axis, and let us use the sine-triangle-based current regulator set forth in Beam

ple 15B as a current regulator. Recall that the poles of the current regulator are at
S m —ZOO and .r = HlODO, which are much faster than those of the mechanical

system.

Practically speaking, there are two important refinements that can be made to this

control system. First, the q-axis current command generated by the current com~

mand synthesizer should be limited to :l:3.68 A in order to limit the current to the

rated value of the machine. In order to avoid the current limit from causing windup

of the speed control integrator, the contribution of the K/(I.r] portion of the speed
control (that is the integral portion of the control) should be limited. Herein, the

portion of the torque command contributed by the integral term will be limited so

that the overshoot under worst~case conditions is limited to an acceptable value

(some trial and error using dynamic simulations would be used to determine the
exact number).

Figure 15. l 3-! illustrates the interactions of the various controllers. Based on the

speed error. the Pl speed control determines a torque command T; (the limit on the
integral feedback is not shown). Then the current command synthesizer determines

the q-axis current required to obtain the desired torque, subject to the q-axis current
limit. In this controller, the d-axis current is set at zero. Based on the commanded

(1* and d-axis currents, the electrical rotor speed, the actual currents. and the dc

Control

Current Command

Synthesizer

Figure 15.13-1 Current-regulated inverter—based speed control.
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supply voltage of the current regulator determines the on or off status of each of the
semiconductdrs in the inverter (Tl—T6).

Figure 15.13-2 iliustrates the performance of the speed control system. initially

the system is in the steady-state. However, 50 ms into the study the speed command
is stepped from [J to 200 rad/s. As can be seen, the torque command immediately

jumps to the value that corresponds to the maximum q~axis current command.

Because the electromagnetic torque is constant, the speed increases linearly with
time. As can be seen. the magnitude of the ac current into the rectifier and the rec-

tifier current both increase linearly with speed. This is due to the fact that the power

going into the machine increases linearly with speed. The increasing rectifier current

results in a dc inverter voltage that decreases linearly with time. Note that the dc link

voltage initially undergoes a sudden dip of 5 V that we might not have expected; this
is due to the fact that initially the rectifier was under no—load condition and hence

charged the dc link capacitor to peak rather than average value of the rectifier vol—

tage. Eventuaily, the machine reaches the desired speed. At this point the torque

command falls off because the load is inertial. As a result, the electromagnetic

torque, stator current. and rectifier current all decrease to their original values,

and the dc inverter voltage increases to its original value. Comparing Fig. [513-2

to Fig. 15.86, the reader will observe that the current-based speed control system is

200 ms

Figure 15.13—2 Startnup response of current-regulated inverter-based speed control system.
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considerably more sluggish than the voltages—source-based speed control system.

However. this is a result of the fact that the current~regulaled inverter—based system

did not exceed the current limits of the machine. In fact. the current-regulated inver-

ter—based system brought the machine to the commanded speed as fast as possibie
subject to the limitation of the stator current.
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PROBLEMS

1 Consider the brushless dc drive whose characteristics are depicted in Fig. [5.5—]. Plot the
characteristics if the phase deiay is in accordance with (6.4-24).

2 Repeat Problem 1, except at each Speed calculate the phase delay which maximizes
{UTQUC [which is not given by {144-7)}.

3 Consider the drive system whose parameters are given in Table 15.8-1. lithe phase delay
is to be set equal to zero. compute the turns ratio of the transformer with the minimum

 


